TOPIC LEARNING ‘Deadly 60!’

Choose activities from the grid below. Can you challenge yourself?

EVERYDAY: Reading for 15 minutes, learning/practising your weekly spellings
Year 2 - Maths, English and Topic Homework – Deadly 60! DUE WB 7.2.22
English

Clip review
Watch a Deadly 60 clip
of your choice on CBBC.
Review the clip – What
deadly animal did you
learn about? Can you
remember three key
facts about the animal?
What did you enjoy/ not
enjoy?
Challenge – Use the
conjunction ‘because’ to
extend your sentence
and help give a reason
for your choice.

Fact file
Research your own
favourite deadly animal
and create a fact file
using non-fiction
features.
Don’t forget to include• Title
• Picture or photo
• Caption
• Did you know
facts
• Sub- headings

Letter to Santa/ Thank you letter
Using what you know about a letter layout, either
write a letter to Santa to tell him what you would
like OR write a thank you letter to someone who has
bought you a Christmas gift.
Challenge – use an extended noun phrase to describe
the objects in your letter.
E.g. Thank you for my soft, fluffy teddy.

Maths

Symmetry – Tropical
butterfly.
The patterns on
butterfly wings are
symmetrical.
Create your own
butterfly with its own
symmetrical pattern on
the wings. You could
paint one, draw one or
create one!
Challenge – show
symmetry in a different
way.

Topic

Weight and Height
Find out the weight and
height of 5 deadly
animals. Order the
heights from the tallest
to the shortest. Order
the weights from the
heaviest to lightest?
Challenge – what would
the combined height of
your animals be?

Science
Design the perfect menu
for your deadly animal.
Can you suggest a
starter, main, dessert
and a drink that would be
suitable for them?

Computing
Find a zoo that has
‘animal watch’ cameras
and see what’s happening
today! Can you turn your
device on independently,
find the internet, open a
search engine and type
‘live zoo camera’
Write or draw about
what you saw!

What would the
combined weight of your
animals be?

Top Trumps
Create a set of Top Trumps cards for 9 deadly
animals. The card categories could be killer rating,
aggression, speed, strength, size and stealth.
Play with someone in your family and add up the
points to see who wins!

Deadly Baking!
In the story ‘The Gruffalo’ several rather deadly
animals can be found!
Follow this recipe to have a go at making some
deliciously deadly ‘Gruffalo Knobbly Knees!’
(Bigger version below!)

